Triangular Platinum and Nickel Clusters: The “Tinker-Toy” Construction of Chains with High Nuclearity
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Abstract: The triangular metal carbonyls formed from the Ni group transition metals are remarkable in their propensity to form high nuclearity clusters just by associating into chains. Such chains are typified by the compounds (Pt,(μ₂-CO))(CO)₄H₂ (n = 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 10). However, there is a characteristic structural difference between the “tinker-toy” construction of stacks using Ni rather than Pt; the Ni carbonyl chains have a screw axis along the main axis, whereas the Pt chains have a simple threefold axis. Reasons for stacking and the requirements of the 2⁻ charge for all chain lengths as well as the structural differences between Ni and Pt chains are discussed in terms of the calculated electronic structure of the dimer. As well as a necessary electron count for oligomerization, there exist monomers which have specific valence electron counts. For 42 valence electrons and acceptor ligands as bridges (e.g., Pt,(CNR)₃) an equilateral triangle of metals is expected. When an extra two electrons are added, calculations show that distortion to an isosceles triangle or to a larger equilateral triangle is favored. Differences in electron count of various monomers are related to the types of bridging and terminal ligands present. For instance for bridging phosphido, PR₃, trimers the 44-electron species should be the stable one. The reasons for further deformation in such 44-electron trimers are addressed. In addition to oligomers, intercalation complexes are also known. For Ni there is the series [Ni₁₄₋ (CO)₅H₄₋]ₙ₊₊ where n = 2, 3, 4 and for Pt there are the compounds [Pt₃(μ₂-CNR)₃(CNR)₃]Hg₂ where R = 2.6-dimethylphenyl and [Pt(μ₂-CO)(PPPh₃-P(CH₃)₃)]H₂. The reasons for the stability of these compounds are discussed in terms of the electronic structure of the Pt dimers at large monomer–monomer separation. On the basis of the known monomers, intercalates, and oligomers the existence of long-chain polymers is postulated. For [Pt₃(CO)₆]ₙ, the calculated bond structure indicates that oxidation or reduction of the neutral chain should result in stabilization. In many ways it is similar to the tetracyanoplatinate chains discussed previously in the literature. Partially occupied bands may result in Peierls distortions leading to structures similar to those observed for the pentamer and presumably the decamer. The band structure of [Pt₃(CO)₆]H₂ shows a valence band with much greater dispersion than the other bands. Partial occupation of this band (by replacing Hg with Cu, Ag, or Au) will most likely result in a pairing distortion to give a semiconductor.

The attention paid to polyhedral, multinuclear metal clusters derives both from the aesthetically pleasing act of creating polyhedral clusters with increasingly higher nuclearity and also from the desire to use these clusters as models of crystalline metal surfaces. Many reactions catalyzed on metallic surfaces are also seen to occur on smaller metal complexes.† The smallest multinuclear metal cluster which can be considered as a model (albeit a highly simplistic one) of a metal surface is a triangular, trinuclear cluster. This unit forms the basis of many polyhedral clusters, indeed three out of the five platonic solids can be built up from this simple unit, viz., tetrahedron, octahedron, and icosahedron.

Triangular units can be recognized in polyhedra having 4–12 vertices, and for each of these molecular examples are known.‡ Once the polyhedral (closo) structures have been enumerated, more open frameworks having the same number of vertices can be found (nido, arachno, and hypho structures). A beautiful example of the opening of a closed structure is given by Lewis, Johnson, and co-workers in their discussion of the raft-like os₆(co)₁₇[OMe]₃.

There are still further ways to construct high nuclearity clusters from the basic “tinker-toy”, triangular building block. If the building block is flat, and the M₃(μ₂-L)₃(L) unit is particularly suited for this, then it can be simply stacked in one dimension. Two layers if eclipsed lead to a trigonal prism and if staggered to an octahedron of metals. The extension to oligomers and to a one-dimensional polymer is obvious. And not only on paper, these are real systems. We have discussed elsewhere the beautiful
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and 2b, respectively. Ideally the members of this series conform to a D₃h stacking arrangement. However, the crystal structures show a significant departure from ideality. The distortion in 2a can be described as a lateral slip of one triangle relative to the other, a slip in which the triangles are kept almost parallel. Higher members of the series show a more complex distortion; the trimer, n = 3, has a helical twist of about 13° from one unit to the next. The pentamer, 2b (n = 5), is more complicated again since the angular distortion is mainly confined to the middle Pt₃ of the cluster. The distortion from top to bottom of the cluster is 64°.

To date the X-ray crystal structures of n = 2, 3, 4, and 5 have been elucidated.⁶ In all, the intratriangle Pt-Pt distance is 2.7 Å, typical of a single bond,⁶ and the intertriangular Pt-Pt distance is about 3.0 Å, indicating that this interaction is somewhat less than that of a single bond.

The existence of the monomer [Pt₃(CO)₃]²⁻ in solution has been inferred from¹⁷Pt NMR studies.⁶ Such a species, having 44 valence electrons, is quite rare. Another complex with this electron count is Pt₃(μ₄-PPh₃)₃Ph(PPh₃)₃ which possesses an isosceles triangle of metals rather than one which is equilateral; two Pt-Pt distances are 2.79 Å and the third is 3.63 Å.⁶ One metal–metal bond has been broken in this cluster. We will return to a discussion of its electronic structure below.

Platinum, however, shows a remarkable tendency to form neutral triangular clusters of the Pt₃ type. Examples are Pt₃(μ₄-CNBu)₃(CNBu)₃,⁶⁵ Pt₃(μ₄-PPh₃)(μ₃-PPh₃)(μ₄-SC₂H₅)(PPh₃)₃, and [Pt₃(μ₄-PPh₃)(μ₃-H)(PPh₃)]⁺ amongst others.⁶⁶ In each case the Pt₃ triangle is approximately equilateral, with the Pt–Pt distances being that of an equilateral triangle. The number of cluster electrons in each of these compounds is 42. Structure 3 shows the general framework for a specific example, the isocyanide complex.

Another compound in this series, which, incidentally, is structurally related to the raft-like Os₆(CO)₁₆[P(OME)₃]₂₄ cluster mentioned previously,⁴ is [Pt₃(CO)₃[Fe(CO)₄]₃]³⁻ (q = 1→2→3→4→5→6). The structure of this compound is shown in 4 and comparison with 3 emphasizes the special relationship between Fe(CO)₄(C₅) and CNR groups. X-ray diffraction studies indicate that the Pt₃ triangle is equilateral with Pt–Pt distances 2.66 Å for q = 1→2→3.75 Å for q = 2→3→4→5→6. Nome reduction causes a significant lengthening of the average Pt–Pt bond distance. More will be said of this later.

A question that arises from the above survey is the following: why does the majority of Pt₃ clusters conform to the 42-electron count? A related question is how are the monomeric Pt₃(CO)₉ units held together to form the higher nucleus clusters? Will such a stacking scheme produce stable long-chain polymers and does the as yet uncharacterized polymer [Pt₃(CO)₉] decide this structure?

The Pt₃L₉ unit itself can serve as a ligand. Thus we have [Pt₃(CO)₉(PCy₃)₉]AuPCy₃⁺, a complex with an Au L unit attached,⁶⁺ and some fascinating complexes in which two Pt₃L₉ units surround a Hg₃ or Hg₅ entity. The electronic structure of the latter complexes will be discussed in some detail further on in this paper. Other members of the nickel group transition metals do not share Pt’s tendency to form stacked triangular clusters. Ni for instance forms an octahedral [Ni₃(μ₂-CO)(C₅)₃]²⁻ cluster⁶⁺⁻¹⁰ and an octahedral-based [Ni₃(μ₂-CO)(C₅)₃]²⁻ cluster.¹¹ There is a higher nucleus Ni cluster [Ni₃(C₅)₃]²⁻ as shown in 6,¹² but this is similar to the trimer mentioned previously.¹² The connection between the trimer and 6 becomes clearer when one realizes the isovalent relationship shown in 7.¹² To arrive at this series of analogies, bridging CO’s are disconnected in a cyclic fashion and localized to one metal. The isovalent relationship


between \( \text{d}^{10}\text{ML}_4 (C\text{O}_2) \) and \( \text{d}^8\text{ML}_4 (C\text{O}_2) \) also provides a rationale for the existence of the \( \text{Fe(CO)}_2 \) bridged cluster 4. There is a difference between \( \text{d}^{10}\text{ML}_4 (C\text{O}_2) \) and \( \text{d}^8\text{ML}_4 (C\text{O}_2) \) in which the metals and the terminal CO's are taken to be in one fragment and bridging CO's in the other.

**Figure 1.** Partial fragment molecular orbital analysis of \( \text{Pt}(\mu_2\text{CO})_2\text{CO}_3 \) in which the metals and the terminal CO's are taken to be in one fragment and bridging CO's in the other.

**The Monomer: \( \text{M}_3\text{L}_6 \)**

There are a number of literature studies on the electronic structure of triangular metal clusters.\(^{14,15}\) These involve qualitative symmetry analysis,\(^{11,12} \) extended Hückel\(^{14,15} \) discrete variational \( X_0 \),\(^{14} \) Fenske-Hall,\(^{14} \) modified INDO\(^{14,15} \) and chemical pseudopotential\(^{14,15} \) calculations. Of particular relevance to this work are the calculations on the monomers, \( \text{Pt}_3\text{L}_6 \),\(^{14,15} \) \( \text{Ni}_3(\mu_2\text{CO})_2\text{CO}_3 \),\(^{14,15} \) and the Ni and Pt dimers and trimers.\(^{14,15,16}\)

As a starting point in our studies of the stacks of triangular clusters, we performed extended Hückel calculations on \( \text{Pt}_3(\mu_2\text{CO})_2\text{CO}_3 \) and \( \text{Pt}_3(\mu_2\text{CNH})_2\text{CNH}_3 \) (a model for the tert-butyl isocyanide cluster, 3) and \( \text{Ni}_3(\mu_2\text{CO})_2\text{CO}_3 \) (see 8). Details of the calculational method, the geometry, and the parameters used are given in the Appendix.

The results of these calculations confirm the observations of the previous workers; a summary, from a viewpoint similar to that used by Mealli\(^{15} \) for \( \text{Pt}(\mu_2\text{CO})_2\text{CO}_3 \), follows.

---


---

Triangular Platinum and Nickel Clusters

Figure 1 shows the frontier molecular energy levels of 8a together with those of the fragments Pt(CO)₃ (terminal ligands) and (CO)₂ (bridging ligands).

The HOMO of the 42 cluster electron monomer 8a is an orbital of a₁' symmetry in which the wave function is localized mainly on the metals (77%) and lies in the plane of the triangle. This orbital is shown in 9. It is clearly metal–metal bonding.

The LUMO is of a₁'' symmetry and is about 1.6 eV higher in energy. In this orbital most of the electron density is localized on the bridging CO ligands (63%). In a fragment interaction sense it is composed of (μ₂-CO) π*, lying out of the plane of the metals, interacting in a bonding way with Pt₃π. This orbital is represented by 10.

Close to this orbital (0.1 eV higher) is an orbital which again places most of its electron density on the bridging CO's (68%). This time it derives from the CO π* orbitals which lie in the plane of the metal triangle. The symmetry of this orbital is a₂' and is shown in 11. As 11 indicates, the interaction is Pt–CO bonding (σ) but Pt–Pt σ*.

In addition to the interaction between the a₁' and a₁'' levels of the fragments, the e' and e'' sets accompanying these orbitals under D₃h symmetry also mix and set up bonding and antibonding combinations (Figure 1). In essence the interworking of all of these orbitals creates a group of mainly CO π* (both bridging and terminal) levels just above the HOMO of the neutral cluster. It is these orbitals which are important in the reduced compounds.

Figure 2. Fragment molecular orbital diagram showing the perturbation of Pt₃π orbitals by interaction with three H⁻ atoms of the appropriate symmetry.

It was mentioned in the introduction to this paper that the favored valence electron count for these triangular Ni group clusters is 42 with the reduced 44-electron clusters being rare. Application of the polyhedral skeletal electron pair approach leads us to the same conclusions. For transition-metal carbonyl-ring compounds there should be 16n valence electrons where n is the number of vertices of the ring. As a result, compounds such as Os₃(CO)₁₂ with 48 valence electrons are predicted to have an equilateral triangle of metals. Replacement of the Os(CO)₆ (C₆₀) fragment with Pt(CO)₃, its isolobal analogue, leads to a decrease in the valence electron count of 2 per metal fragment replaced. The valence electron count of Pt₃(CO)₆ is then predicted to be 42. One would then expect changes in structure when these clusters are reduced or oxidized.

Before describing, in some detail, the electronic reasons for the architectural changes observed in the reduced M₃L₆ compounds, it is important to examine the changes in the molecular orbitals of the 42 valence electron compounds as occasioned by the electronic demands of various ligands.

Terminal Ligands

In general there are two types of terminal ligands observed for these clusters. The first are those which function as primarily

(16) It is of interest to note that in qualitatively formulating an interaction diagram such as this from known fragment orbitals (for example see ref 14f) one is tempted to unbridge the CO's and interact three Pt(CO)₃ (C₆₀) units. For this case ¹³C NMR suggests that there is no interchange of bridging and terminal ligands even at 60 °C.¹⁸,¹⁹ This observation has been confirmed by Mealli, who has found that the potential energy for the conversion of the bridged D₃h to the all terminal D₃ structure minimizes at the former.¹⁸

The bridging ligands have both \( \sigma \) and \( \pi \) bonding properties, and can be divided into those with degenerate perpendicular \( \pi \) orbitals, such as CO and CNR, and those having only one orbital of \( \pi \) symmetry, namely SO\(_2\) and PR\(_3\). More will be said about the bridging ligands later. First let us consider the terminal ligands.

Although we have already described the MO picture for the entire complex (Figure 1), it is instructive to begin our discussion from a naked equilateral triangle of metals and follow the molecular orbitals as they are perturbed by the addition of groups of ligands. This approach is detailed in Figures 2 and 3.

Figure 2 is the molecular orbital diagram showing perturbation of the Pt\(_3\) fragment orbitals by interaction with three H\(^-\) ions to produce three Pt-H \( \sigma \) bonds. The electron-counting scheme chosen was to produce a full Pt\(_3\) d block in the composite complex. Since the \( \sigma \) orbital, composed of mainly Pt s, d orbitals, is stabilized and resides among the d orbitals, an extra 2 electrons were added to produce Pt\(_3\)H\(_5\), a compound with a large HOMO–LUMO gap.

The three hydrides transform as \( \text{a}_1 + \text{e}' \). There are orbitals of appropriate symmetry in the Pt 5d block, but these orbitals are at low energy and contracted; the primary interaction is with Pt 6s and 6p. From these valence orbitals one can form two \( \text{a}_1 + \text{e}' \) sets. A typical three-orbital pattern results—the metal–H \( \sigma \) combinations to low energy, the obligatory \( \sigma \) counterpart moving high up, and one \( \text{a}_1 + \text{e}' \) set in the middle, forming the HOMO and LUMO of the Pt\(_3\)H\(_5\) complex.

What happens when the terminal ligands have \( \pi \)-type symmetry orbitals in addition to these of local \( \sigma \) symmetry? To pursue this, the terminal hydrides were replaced with CO’s at the appropriate distances. In general, the \( \sigma \) interactions between the metals and the CO ligands are the same as those for the hydrides except that for the former the interaction is stronger. This is because of the directionality of the CO lone pairs.

Figure 3 shows the result of “turning on the \( \pi \) interactions”.

The main feature of this interworking of orbitals is the appearance of the six mainly CO \( \pi \)-type orbitals, which remain unfilled and lie just above the HOMO (for the \( [\text{Pt}_3(\text{CO})_3]^2 \) complex). The unoccupied orbitals of the Pt\(_3\) fragment, unperturbed by \( \sigma \) interaction with the terminal ligands, are now pushed to higher energy by the CO \( \pi \) and \( \pi^* \) orbitals.

The stabilizing effect of the \( \pi \) interactions between the CO ligands and the Pt\(_3\) nucleus can be appreciated by comparing the energy for this interaction with that for the hydrides. For Pt\(_3\)H\(_5\) the stabilization energy, defined as the difference between the total one-electron energies of the formed complex and the sum of the total energies for the individual fragments, is \(-4.68\) eV. For Pt\(_3\)(CO)\(_5\) this value is \(-10.41\) eV; the increased stabilization is due to better \( \sigma \) bonding and the effects of the \( \pi^* \) orbitals. A further comparison can be made with a member from another group of ligands, a \( \pi \) donor such as Cl\(^-\). In this case the stabilization energy for PtCl\(_3\)\(^2\) from its fragments is only \(-1.32\) eV. The relevant Cl\(_3\)\(^2\) orbitals, the \( \pi \) type \( \text{a}_1 + \text{e}' \) and the \( \pi^* \) types \( \text{a}_1 + \text{e}' \) and \( \text{a}_1 + \text{e}' \), are all at around \(-15.0\) eV, close to the bottom of the Pt\(_3\) d band. As a result, repulsive interaction between filled orbitals predominates and the stabilization energy is reduced. Unlike CO\(_3\), there are no unoccupied \( \pi^* \) levels to enforce a favorable displacement of energy levels.

Thus, in general, for the Pt\(_3\)L\(_3\) fragment, terminal \( \pi \) donors such as Cl\(^-\) are less stabilizing than H\(^-\) whereas \( \pi \) acceptors such as CO are more stabilizing.

**Bridging Ligands**

All of the bridging ligands have local \( \pi \)-symmetry orbitals available for bonding to the two metal atoms. In some cases there are two such orbitals; orthogonal \( \pi \) sets such as one finds for CO and CNR. In other cases there is but one \( \pi \)-symmetry orbital as with the nonbonding orbitals of the PR\(_3\) and CO, and the \( \pi \) system of C\(_6\)H\(_5\)\(_2\). The \( D_{5h} \) symmetry adapted combinations of \( \sigma \), \( \pi \), and \( \pi^* \) orbitals for the (CO)\(_3\) fragment are shown in 12.

To discover the effect of different types of bridging ligands, calculations were performed on the model compounds Pt\(_3\)(\( \mu^-\)CNH\(_2\)CNH\(_2\))\(_2\)(CNH\(_2\))\(_3\) (8b), Pt\(_3\)(\( \mu^-\)SO\(_2\)C\(_6\)H\(_4\))\(_3\) (8c), and [Pt\(_3\)(\( \mu^-\)PH\(_2\))\(_3\)]\(_2\) (8d). There are some important similarities and equally significant differences between the bridging fragments, so it is important to see the relative energies of their valence orbitals. These are indicated in Figure 4. Each entry within the (\( \mu^-\)L\(_3\)) fragment carries a lone pair and one or two acceptor orbitals. These valence orbitals are shown in 13, but not on the same energy scale. To really compare these one must in fact look at the energies, and these are shown in Figure 4. One can see that PH\(_2\) (taken in 13 as PH\(_2\)\(_2\)) is qualitatively different from CO...
Figure 4. Comparison of the frontier orbitals of various bridging ligands with those of the Pt₃(CO)₃ fragment. Those orbitals which are boxed are relevant to the discussion.

Figure 5. Interaction diagram for Pt₃(μ₂-PH₂)(CO)₃⁺ in terms of the fragments Pt₃(CO)₃ and (CO)₃(PH₂)₃⁻.

Let us in fact construct an interaction diagram for the phosphido-bridged trimer, to see what differences ensue from the energetic disparity in these orbital energies. This is done in Figure 5. Please compare this interaction diagram to that of Pt₃(CO)₃ and (CO)₃ (Figure 1). In both cases ligand donor orbitals are stabilized and there is a Pt-dominated a₁' orbital just above the d block. In the μ₂-CO case the symmetry combination of the n* orbitals of CO is important, but it remains empty. In μ₂-PH₂ the analogous p orbitals (see 13 and Figure 4) are very low in energy, just below the d block. They find orbitals of appropriate energy with which to interact and must be filled.

But now we must watch our electron counting and consider the consequences of transferring electrons to PH₂⁺ making it PH₂⁻. In Pt₃(CO)₃ we have a d¹⁰ Pt(0) configuration, and a total of 36 valence electrons, counting the 3 CO lone pairs. In Pt₃(CO)₆ we have 42 electrons, and Pt is still Pt(0), d¹⁰. Fifteen mainly d-type Pt orbitals are in the band at the bottom of Figure 1. In Pt₃(μ₂-PH₂)(CO)₃⁺ we also have 42 electrons, as we expect from the aforementioned analogy between PH₂⁺ and CO. But a better picture would be to view this complex as [Pt₃(CO)₃]⁴⁺[PH₂⁻]₃⁻, i.e., Pt(II) d⁴. Note that there are 14 low-lying orbitals in Figure 5. Of these, 3 have their wave functions located mainly (60–80%) on the ligands and 11 are mainly (80–100%) Pt d in character. The 12th (to make three Pt(II) systems, 24 electrons) orbital is a₂'. It is clearly destabilized, an antibonding combination of PH₂ p orbitals and in-plane metal d orbitals. Explicitly, 75% of this orbital is Pt d, 2.5% Pt p, and 19% P. Its counterpart, the bonding combination, the lowest orbital in Figure 5, has a greater contribution from Pt p which overlaps in a bonding way with the P functions. In this case there is 8.5% Pt p and 11% Pt d, and the remainder of the wave function is split almost equally between the two types of ligands. These orbitals are shown in 14. Figure 5 shows that a₂' is approximately the same energy as a Pt–Pt bonding a₁' orbital that comes down in energy. The 42-electron system can fill only one of these, and it would be expected to be unstable to a second-order Jahn–Teller deformation. The 44-electron cluster, on the other hand, would have a nice gap between filled and unfilled levels.
This effect is realized in a larger HOMO-LUMO gap for the \( \text{CO} \) complex in the denominator of the usual perturbation energy expression. For compounds such as those with bridging \( \text{SO}_2 \), ligands life any great extent. The \( \alpha' \) orbital on the other hand interacts with its symmetry lowering \( \text{SO}_2 \)-Pt counterpart combination. Figure 6 summarizes these results; for the neutral complex \( \text{Pt}_3(\mu_2-\text{SO}_2)(\text{CO})_9(8c) \) the \( \alpha' \) orbital is the LUMO. The above analysis is in keeping with the results of similar calculations on this compound by Mingos and co-workers. Before proceeding in our discussion, we must make explicit the formalities of our electron counting scheme and how it differs from that used previously.

When \( q = 2 \), the polyhedral skeletal electron pair approach, which counts the valence electrons of each \( \text{Fe(CO)}_4 \) group, reaches an electron count of 86. In this formalism each \( \text{CO} \) ligand is considered as being a two-electron donor and all metals (Pt and \( \text{Fe} \)) being neutral provide all of their electrons to the cluster. Our perspective, however, was to consider the metal–metal bonded Pt, triangle as the basic structural unit, tied together electronically and geometrically with a variety of ligands. In this context, each \( \text{Fe(CO)}_4 \) group becomes no more than another bridging “ligand”. We can do this because the frontier orbitals of each of the three \( \text{Fe(CO)}_4 \) fragments combine into a set of \( \pi \) orbitals under \( D_3h \) symmetry. These orbitals are similar in energy and spatial extent to those of \( \text{CH}_3 \) and \( \text{CO} \), but especially \( \text{SO}_2 \). A difference of course will be that the \( \alpha' \) and \( \alpha'' \) sets will be in the reverse order for \( \text{Fe(CO)}_4 \), but nonetheless the isogonal relationship will hold.

With use of the \( \text{Fe(CO)}_4 \) group as an analogue of \( \text{CO} \) or \( \text{SO}_2 \), the electron count of 4 then conforms to the scheme exhibited by the \( \text{Pt}_3\mathbf{L}_6 \) complexes. To be more explicit, when \( q = 0 \) there are 42 valence electrons (as yet unprepared) and when \( q = 2 \) there are 44 electrons. Oxidation to the 43-electron cluster results in a significant shortening of the Pt-Pt distances (from 2.75 to 2.66 Å). Longoni and Morazzoni have tentatively assigned \( \alpha' \) symmetry to the \( \text{SO}_2 \) of the 44-electron compound of 84 which is in keeping with our conclusions based on \( \text{SO}_2 \) and calculations performed by Mealli. Considering the nodal properties of an \( \alpha' \) orbital it is not surprising that oxidation causes a decrease in Pt-Pt distance.

It was mentioned in the introduction that although the Ni, clusters fitted the aggregation pattern set by the \( \text{Ni}_3\mathbf{L}_6 \) clusters, the “trimmer” \( \text{Ni}_3(\mathbf{L})(\text{CO})_9 \) (see 6, \( n = 4 \)) has a further two electrons. The central \( \text{Ni} \) triangle, unlike the two outer triangles, is bridged by \( \text{Ni(CO)}_4 \) groups. In a similar way to bridging \( \text{SO}_2 \) and \( \text{Fe(CO)}_4 \), this “ligand” provides \( \alpha' \) and \( \alpha'' \) sets of \( \pi \)-type orbitals and a \( \alpha' \) set of \( \sigma' \)-type set. In particular the in-plane \( \pi \) set is of similar energy to that of \( \text{SO}_2 \), resulting in a stabilized \( \alpha' \) orbital. Reduction by two electrons results in this orbital being occupied and a HOMO–LUMO gap similar to that shown in Figure 6 for compound 8c. Apart from the skeletal change described above for the \( \text{Pt}_3(\mu_2-\text{SO}_2)(\text{Fe(CO)}_4)_3 \) complex (which is also evident in the long Pd–Pd distances of the 44 valence electron cluster \( \text{Pd}_3 \).

(PPh₃)₂(PR₃)₂ there is another change in architecture which we must consider. The cluster Pt₅(μ₂-PPh₃)₂Ph(PPh₃)₄, mentioned previously has 44 valence electrons and shows a distortion of the metal atoms from a regular equilateral to an isosceles triangle. Two Pt-Pt distances are 2.79 Å, slightly longer than the distances found in the 42 valence electron clusters, and the third is 3.63 Å, clearly too long for any significant metal–metal interaction. It appears that reduction by 2 electrons has broken one of the metal–metal bonds.

To analyze this molecule let us review the situation in the symmetrically bridged cluster Pt₃(CO)₃(μ₄-PPh₂)₃⁺ (Figure 5). This 44-electron system has three Pt–Pt bonding orbitals of a₁' + ε (symmetry at low energy, then eleven primarily Pt 5d orbitals, then the a₁' + a₂' frontier orbitals which are both filled.

The 44-electron cluster would be expected to have a longer metal–metal separation, because the a₂' orbital, Pt–Pt antibonding, is filled. Our calculations optimize the Pt–Pt distance at ~3.25 Å. We next studied a lowering of symmetry to C₃ᵥ as occurs in the observed 44-e⁻ complex. This was accomplished by varying θ, as shown in 16. The calculation was repeated at several values of the metal–metal distance. For most distances a rather flat curve with a minimum at 60°, the D₃h geometry, results. It takes little energy to open up one bond, and we agree with Mealli[68] that the reasons for the distortion observed are likely to be steric in origin. An analysis of this deformation has been independently given by Dedieu, Braunstein, and co-workers. For the 42-electron phosphido-bridged system there is an interesting possibility of a double minimum in the potential energy curve, due to a crossing of the orbitals that were a₁' and a₂' in D₃h at some θ.

In summary, the bridging ligand has a good deal of influence over the structure and the electron counts of the triangular metal clusters described. For ligands with orthogonal π* acceptor orbitals such as CO and CNR, stabilization of filled metal orbitals results in a 42-electron species. Ligands with π-donor orbitals such as PR₃ and the halogens provide counts of 44 electrons by combination with a₁' (monomer) parentage, to decrease in energy. Eventually, as more monomers are added, the discrete molecular orbital picture outlined above will be no longer appropriately descriptive. Instead, bands of orbitals are necessary to detail all phase combinations of each monomer unit in a polymer. We will come to this description a little later.

The Dimer: [M₃L₆]

The eagerness of the Pt₃(μ₂-CO)₃(CO)₃ molecule to form dimers, trimers, etc., of the form [Pt₃(μ₂-CO)₃(CO)₃]²⁻ is apparent from the literature (see 2a and 2b). This propensity for conglomeration is shared to a limited extent by the nickel clusters but not by palladium. It is therefore of interest to determine the electronic reasons for the stacking of monomer units and to understand the differences between the structures of the Pt₃- and Ni-based oligomers. We begin our study of these higher molecular weight compounds by first asking what happens when two monomer units are brought together in an ideal and highly symmetric way.

Since the Pt chains all carry a 2⁻ charge regardless of the value of n, we considered the construction of the dimer [Pt₃(CO)₃]²⁻ from a neutral and a charged monomer under D₃h symmetry. Such a fragment orbital interaction diagram in which the distance between monomers (d) is 3.0 Å is shown in Figure 7. As it should

be, those orbitals which are perturbed the greatest are those which lie out of the plane of metals for each monomer (compare Figures 1 and 7).

Since the monomer a₁' and ε' orbitals within the Pt₃ d block (hatched area of Figure 7) are largely d₂ in character, the large overlap resulting from interaction with another monomer under D₃h symmetry results in a large energy separation of the in- and out-of-plane symmetry combinations. The next highest a₁' orbital and the a₁' orbital (see 9 and 11, respectively) are in-plane orbitals and dimerization causes little energy separation in their symmetry combinations.

Importantly, a₂'' of the monomer (see 10) is clearly directed out of plane and formation of the dimer (d = 3.0 Å) causes the in-phase combination to be about 0.3 eV lower in energy than the monomer a₂''. This orbital becomes the HOMO for the Pt₃(CO)_6²⁻ species. Further addition of neutral monomer units and growth of the Pt₃ chain will cause the HOMO, always the in-phase combination of each monomer unit in a polymer. We will come to this description a little later.

Recently the [Pt₃(CO)₉]²⁻ anions have been studied by X-ray photoemission spectroscopy. In general, the valence spectra for all of the clusters are remarkably similar, especially for the Pt d bands. The major change in the spectra occurs for the CO 5τ and 1π derived bands (involved in metal–CO bonding) which increase in bonding energy as the oligomer size increases (at least until n ~ 62²). The results of our calculations conform with this observation; the a₁' orbital HOMO of the charged dimer is predominantly CO π* in character and increasing chain size lowers this orbital in energy.

The question that now arises concerns the balance of energy between filled orbitals which are rising in energy and those which are falling, i.e., is there a minimum in the total energy of the dimer for the "linear" approach of two monomers? Also, is this minimum dependant on the overall charge of the cluster?

---

(21) Bender, R.; Braunstein, P.; Dedieu, A.; Tiripicchio, A., to be published.
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The effects of bending the CO ligands out of the plane of the Pt3 triangles on d are discussed later for the Ni dimer.


Table I. Summary of Calculations on a Variety of Dimers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>compound</th>
<th>symmetry</th>
<th>stabilization energy $^a$</th>
<th>OP-M-M $^a$</th>
<th>d</th>
<th>$d_{M-M}^a$</th>
<th>fragment OP $^a$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[Pt3(CO)6]2-</td>
<td>C3 (slipped)</td>
<td>-0.17</td>
<td>0.2065</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>0.2183</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>D3h</td>
<td>-0.13</td>
<td>0.2078</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>3.37</td>
<td>0.1739</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>D3d</td>
<td>-0.06</td>
<td>0.2034</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>0.1215</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Ni3(CO)6]2-</td>
<td>D3h</td>
<td>-0.16</td>
<td>0.2042</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>3.30</td>
<td>0.1155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>D3d</td>
<td>-0.10</td>
<td>0.2115</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>3.30</td>
<td>0.1644</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO’s bent back</td>
<td>D3d</td>
<td>-0.56</td>
<td>0.2115</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>3.30</td>
<td>0.1644</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$The energy is relative to the sume of the energies of two monomers (either both neutral or one charged). $^b$ Overlap population between two metal atoms within a triangle (the Pt-Pt distance is 2.67 Å and the Ni-Ni distance is 2.38 Å). $^c$ Distance between the closest metals in different triangles. $^d$ Total overlap population between two monomers. $^e$ Both terminal and bridging CO’s are bent away from the center of symmetry by 15°.

Before moving on to describe the Ni3 dimers, it is important to present the results for two further distortions of the Pt3 dimer. The crystal structure of [Pt3(CO)6]2- (see Table I) indicates that there is a translation or slip of one monomer unit relative to the other. However, calculations suggest that such a distortion, in which d is kept constant at 3.0 Å, produces a structure which is only slightly more stable than the ideal D3d geometry. Presumably, moving away from the eclipsed structure removes some of the filled orbital repulsion. These results are shown in Table I.

Further, higher oligomers (such as the pentamer, 2) have structures in which some of the monomer units are rotated relative to the others. One can envisage that this is a distortion toward a D3h structure similar to that observed for the Ni3 oligomers. Indeed 195Pt NMR spectroscopy indicates that there is free rotation of the Pt3 triangles around the principal C3 axis and that in solution these triangles are exchanged between chains.24 Clearly there is not a great deal holding these chains together. Motion about the C3 axis from D3h to D3d at d = 3.0 Å increases the total energy by only 0.07 eV (see Table I), and the total bonding between the monomers (fragment OP) also decreases. These small energy changes between the trigonal prismatic and trigonal antiprismatic structures are in keeping with the results from the NMR experiments. However, care should be used in interpreting these results since the D3d structure has not been minimized with respect to d, the distance between the monomers.

This brings us to the Ni analogue of the Pt3 dimer. As mentioned in the introduction, this compound has a trigonal antiprismatic geometry of metal atoms, the antipode of the Pt cluster. It has been suggested that such a difference between a first- and third-row transition element in this cluster type is the result of inherently stronger Pt–Pt bonds at a particular internuclear distance relative to the strength of the Ni–Ni bonds at the same distance. As a result, to achieve the same level of stabilization, the Ni3 dimer must rotate to the staggered conformation in which each metal has close contacts with two other metals in the other fragment and the steric interactions between the ligands are minimized. However, by comparing the stabilization energies of the D3h and D3d Ni3 dimers (see Table I), one would predict that at d = 3.0 Å the D3d structure is favored. By relaxing the constraint in which all CO ligands remain in the plane of each Ni3 triangle, the stabilization energy increases drastically (Table I, CO’s bent back). Even though d remains the same the great deal of energy is gained by having the ligands 15° out of the plane (away from the center of symmetry). This geometrical constraint was not relaxed for the Pt dimer, but it is expected that it would have produced similar stabilization.25 Apart from minimizing the steric interactions between the ligands, bending the CO’s back also changes the hybridization at the metal such that the metal-centered orbitals extend further toward the other fragment. On bending the CO’s 15° out of the plane, the electron density on

Figure 8. Walsh diagram and relative energy vs. d plot. The linear approach of two monomer units is constrained to D3h symmetry.

Shown in Figure 8 are the relative energy vs. d (the intertriangle separation) curves for the dimer constrained to D3h symmetry. Two curves are shown, one for the neutral dimer and the other for the charged dimer. The energy for the former is relative to two neutral monomers while for the latter it is relative to a neutral and a charged monomer. Also shown in Figure 8 is the associated Walsh diagram for the linear approach.

There is a clear minimum in energy, of about 0.3 eV, at a separation d = 3.3 Å for the charged dimer. The crystallographically observed distance between the Pt3 triangles is 3.04 Å; the calculations overestimate this separation, but in a qualitative sense they predict a bound state for the charged dimer. The energy curve for the coupling of two neutral monomers emphasizes this conclusion since it is repulsive at all d. We can then consider the extra two electrons as the "glue" holding the triangles together.

The minimum at d = 3.3 Å is also reflected in the Walsh diagram. Most of the energy levels change very little until about d = 3.7 Å, after which they begin to separate into their in- and out-of-phase combinations. The balance in favor of further decreasing d caused by lowering of the energy of the HOMO is altered as the effects of steric repulsion begin to dominate. As a result, soon after d ~ 3.0 Å the relative energy curve begins to ascend sharply as filled metal and CO orbitals rise.


(25) Indeed, minimization of the energy with respect to d for the trigonal prismatic Ni dimer led to results similar to those found for the Pt dimer (see Figure 8); viz., the approach was repulsive and for the q = 2–dimer a minimum was found at d = 3.3 Å. This is interpreted as indicating that these minima are caused more by ligand–ligand interaction than by metal–metal interaction.
the metals for the HOMO \((a_1')\) changes from 16 to 25% and mixing of \(d_z\), \(p_z\), and \(s\) gives them more directional character.

As a result of the better overlap, the bonding between the monomers increases. This is reflected in the fragment overlap populations in Table 1.

If two Ni_3(CO)_6 units are brought together in an octahedral geometry and the ligands allowed to bend out of the Ni_3 plane by 15°, one obtains a repulsive curve for the neutral dimer. For the diatomic species there is a minimum, over 0.7 eV deep, at 2.7 Å. This compares well with the experimentally observed 2.77-Å separation of Ni_3 planes.

In summary, the formation of dimer, trimers, etc., is only favorable for the charged species. The linear approach of two neutral monomers (with the supercluster constrained to either \(D_{3h}\) or \(D_{3d}\) symmetry) is repulsive. Occupation of the out-of-plane \(a_1'\) orbital (derived from the CO \(\pi^*\), Pt \(p_z\) orbital; \(a_{2g}'\) of the monomer) creates a minimum on this path. The depth of this minimum is dependent on whether the CO’s are in the plane of the \(M_3\) triangle or are bent out as in the crystallographic structure. The calculations reproduce the separation of monomers more accurately with out-of-plane ligands.

These results have been expressed in a slightly different way by Mingos and co-workers.\(^{(26)}\) Their analysis suggests that for the coupling of two monomer units, stabilization of the HOMO of the charged species is greater for \(D_{3h}\) than for \(D_{3d}\) symmetry paths (this stems from greater overlap for the \(a_1'\) relative to the \(D_{3d}\) counterpart, \(a_1\)). But countering this effect is the reduction of steric interaction for the staggered \(D_{3d}\) geometry. The final balance will depend on these effects and also the differences in bonding propensities between Pt and Ni, i.e., the inherently greater bonding propensity between Pt–Pt compared to Ni–Ni at a particular internuclear separation.

Polymer: \([M_3L_6]\).

One can extend the process of addition of Pt_3 triangles to the dimer to produce trimers, tetramers, pentamers, etc. As the number of units in the oligomer is increased the discrete molecular orbitals merge into bands. By the time ten monomer units have been assembled it is expected that the electronic structure of the polymer shown in Figure 10, was calculated for the monomer. Since this is an in-plane orbital the dispersion across the Brillouin zone is small. Toward the zone edge \((k = \pi/a)\), some mixing of \(d_z\) occurs and the band climbs in energy.

The lowest vacant band at \(k = 0\) is of \(a_1\) symmetry and above this is a band of \(a_2\) symmetry. They correspond to 11 \((a_{2g}', D_{3d})\) and 10 \((a_{2g}', D_{3h})\), respectively. The difference here is that their order is reversed \((a_2 < a_1)\) from that in the monomer and the dimer. The reason is clear when one realizes that band 47 is composed of mainly CO \(\pi^*\) out-of-plane mixing with metal \(p_z\). As expected there is a steady decrease in energy of this band as the zone is crossed since the bonding between unit cells becomes greater. This change is due to the difference in the phase factor on translation across the zone (at the zone edge the crystal orbitals are antisymmetric with respect to translation by \(a\)). Band 46 \((k = 0)\) is mainly localized in the Pt_3 triangle plane and is almost dispersionless across the zone.

Applying pressure to the chain in the direction of \(a\) will decrease the separation between the Pt_3 triangles. When \(d = 3.0\) Å a large reorganization of the band structure has already occurred (Figure 9). Band 47 at \(k = 0\) is now more antibonding and therefore higher in energy while at the zone edge it is more bonding and lower in energy. Band 46 \((k = 0)\) remains almost dispersionless. Below the Fermi energy for the neutral chain \((\epsilon_F = -11.3\) eV\) the situation becomes more complex due, in the main, to a number of bands mixing orbital character. Band 31 \((k = 0)\) is mostly \(d_{z^2}\) in character and bonding between unit cells. As the degree of phase change between unit cells increases across the zone this band rises in energy and crosses a number of other bands of \(a_1\) symmetry. Eventually, \(d_{z^2}\) orbital character appears in band 45 close to \(k = \pi/a\) and in band 47 at \(k = \pi/a\).

The electronic structure of 17, shown in Figure 10, was calculated with the tight binding (LCAO) method.\(^{(26)}\) Since 17 has a regular structure in the direction \(a\), i.e., the distance between

\[
\]
It is this crossing of the Pt $d_{z^2}$ crystal orbital character into higher bands that causes the decrease in band gap. Figure 10 is a simplified band structure at $d = 3.0 \text{ Å}$ showing the travels of the $d_{z^2}$ band.

Further decrease in $d$ to 2.5 Å (Figure 9) causes an increase in the energy difference between the $a_1$ bands at the gap as orbital character is swapped between them. At this distance, however, a band of $e$ symmetry is pushed into the band gap and becomes the highest occupied crystal orbital in parts of the Brillouin zone. This orbital is also mainly $d_{z^2}$ and interacts with a higher lying empty $e$ band of $pz$ character at $k = \pi/a$. This situation is completely analogous to the changes in the band structure of the tetracyanoplatinate chains as the distance between metals is reduced. 26 For these compounds, which are similar in many ways to the chain of interest here, partial oxidation led to a minimum in the energy vs. separation plot. Since in $[\text{Pt}_3(CO)_6]^-$, the $d_0$ orbital also appears at the gap, partial oxidation may effect some overall stabilization of the polymer. 28

Partially occupied bands, especially those showing large dispersion across the zone, are likely to lead to metallic conductivity unless they can stabilize in some way. Such stabilization occurs with Peierls distortions in which a geometric change breaks the symmetry of the chain and opens a band gap, thereby lowering the total energy. With a band which has only one-tenth (0.2/2.0) of its maximum number of electrons such a distortion may be evident over 10 monomer units and repeatable thereafter. Perhaps the helical-type distortions observed in the crystal structure of the pentamer (and presumably in the decamer) are a result of such electronic demands. However, it should be noted that these distortions are by no means regular and may be due to crystal packing forces.

**Intercalates**

An interesting class of compounds are those in which an atom is enclosed in the cavity produced by the stacking of metallic ring systems. Carbides or nitrides with C or N trapped in octahedral or trigonal prismatic holes are well known in both molecular and extended systems. 29

There are two intercalates of the Pt dimers known. The first is $[\text{Pt}_3(\mu_2-CNR)_3(CNR)_3]Hg$ (20) in which $R = 2,6$-dimethylphenyl 30 and the second is $[\text{Pt}_3(\mu_2-CO)_3(PPh_2Pr_3)]Hg$ (21). 31 There is an important difference, however, between the

---

**Figure 10.** Selected parts of the band structure of $[\text{Pt}_3(CO)_6]^-$. For $d = 3.0 \text{ Å}$ showing the rise of $d_{z^2}$ crystal orbital character to the band gap.

**Figure 11.** Comparison of the total relative energy per unit cell for $[\text{Pt}_3(CO)_6]^- (X)$ and $[\text{Pt}_3(CO)_6]^- (O)$ as the distance $d$ is varied. The energies are relative to $\text{Pt}_3(CO)_6$ and $\text{Pt}_3(CO)_6$, respectively.
Combining these orbitals to form the complete complex results in an interworking of three such orbitals, two of which are filled.

A first approximation and according to Figure 12, this involves the interaction with \([\text{Pt},(\text{CO})_6]^2\) mainly d orbitals. As a result, the symmetry disallows hybridization of its orbitals, there is little interaction with these orbitals. Since the mercury d block is low in energy and in Figure 12. Since the cluster is only weakly bound at Hg, the electron-counting formalism is between the \((\text{Hg}\text{-Hg})^2\) and \((\text{Hg}\text{-Hg})^2\) extremes.

Another electron-counting scheme begins with neutral Hg. This time complexes 20 and 21 are built from Hg with a filled s orbital and neutral \((\text{Pt},\text{L}_6)^2\) fragments. From this point of view, complex 20 is composed of Hg and two \((\text{Pt},\text{L}_6)^2\) units and 21 is composed of coupled \((\text{Pt},\text{L}_6)^2\) Hg units. This approach to counting electrons in these clusters is supported by recent ESCA studies which suggest that for 20 the oxidation state of Hg is close to neutral. Therefore we will adopt this latter counting scheme in our analysis.

Let us begin with an analysis of the bonding in complex 20. This is just a simple extension of the bonding in the dimers. As a model of 20 we chose \([\text{Pt},(\mu_2\text{-CO})_3(\text{CO})_3]^2\)Hg. Our molecular orbital analysis then simplifies to the interaction of the fragment \([\text{Pt},(\mu_2\text{-CO})_3(\text{CO})_3]^2\), \(d = 5.0\) Å, with Hg. This is shown in Figure 12. Since the d block is low in energy and the symmetry disallows hybridization of its orbitals, there is little interaction with the \([\text{Pt},(\text{CO})_6]^2\) mainly d orbitals. As a result, these orbitals are not shown.

The main interaction between the fragments is by way of the Hg 6s and the \(a_1^*\) orbitals of the metal triangle combination. To a first approximation and according to Figure 12, this involves the interworking of three such orbitals two of which are filled. Combining these orbitals to form the complete complex results in three molecular orbitals again with two filled. Simply, if we consider the complex as composed of \([\text{Pt},(\text{CO})_6]^2\) and Hg (i.e., the Hg 6s orbital is now filled), their combination is initially a repulsive four-electron interaction between \(a_1^*\) and Hg 6s. This is then kept favorable by the action of 2al', which stabilizes the antibonding combination of the HOMO–HOMO interaction. Recall that the \(2a_1^*\) orbital along with \(3a_1^*, 3a_2^*,\) and \(3a_2^*\) are predominantly CO \(\pi^*\). As a result, one would expect that compounds without low-lying orbitals of this type, such as compounds with bridging phosphines, etc., would not favor, energetically, the interaction with Hg. As yet intercalates with other than \(\pi^*\) acceptor bridging and/or terminal ligands have not been prepared.

Table II contains the stabilization energy for the combination of a variety of \([\text{Pt},(\text{CO})_6]^2\) and Hg \(n = 1 \text{ or } 2\) fragments. It is clear from this comparison that capping of \([\text{Pt},(\text{CO})_6]^2\) results in a large energy gain. Intercalation of Hg into the dimer, i.e., 20, is more favorable than incorporation of Hg as in 21. For this compound, the HOMO is now of \(a_{1g}\) symmetry composed of out-of-phase Hg 6s orbitals and the out-of-phase combination of Pt p and CO \(\pi^*\) (the \(a_{1g}\) for the single Pt triangle).

It should be mentioned at this point that calculations have been performed on a model of \([\text{Ni},(\mu_2\text{-CO})_3(\text{CO})_3]^2\)\(\text{M(CO)}_6\) (M = Mo or W) by Mingers and co-workers. This type of complex can be regarded as a bicapped \(\text{Ni}_3(\text{CO})_6\) cluster in which the capping groups, \(\text{M(CO)}_5\), are isosbestic to H and thus to Hg(see

\[\text{Hg}^+\text{Hg}^+\text{Hg}^+\]
The band structure of...33 From Table reduced by the metal atoms (see a tendency to have hydrogen reside in the octahedral holes pro-
duced by the metal atoms (see...Ni counterpart to the Pt trimer shows there is increased stabilization gained by polymerizing the mo-
nomer Pt\(_3\)(CO)\(_6\)Hg (see Table II), although this gain is small. The band structure of 22 is shown in Figure 13. Most of the bands are very flat, except for the a\(_1\) band 51, the highest occupied crystal orbital of the neutral polymer. At the zone center, the band is antibonding between unit cells (compare with the HOMO of Figure 12), while at the zone edge it is bonding. Oxidation of 22 will remove electrons from antibonding orbitals, and this should stabilize the chain further as well as producing phenomena related to partially filled bands. If the band is half full, as for \([\text{Pt}_3(\text{CO})_3\text{M}])\), where M = Cu, Au, or Ag, then typically a pairing distortion will occur such that the unit cell is doubled and a band gap appears at the Fermi energy. Such a distortion will not be expected to produce a large band gap and a semiconductor will result.
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Appendix: Computational Details

All calculations that were performed were with the extended Hückel method34 with weighted \(H_{HOMO}\).35 The parameters used in these calculations are listed in Table III. Main-group parameters are taken from previous publications.36,37 Ni parameters were also taken from previous publications,36 and the Pt \(H_{HOMO}\)'s were determined by a charge-interative procedure using standard ex-
ponents. Hg 6s and 6p parameters were taken from a charge iteration on Mo(CO)_2Cl(HgCl), with A, B, and C parameters for Hg taken the same as those of Cd.

Calculations performed on model compounds were done so with geometries based on known complexes. Bond distances used throughout include Pt-Pt = 2.67 Å, Ni-Ni = 2.38 Å, C-O (terminal) = 1.16 Å, C-O (bridging) = 1.20 Å, Pt-H = 1.70 Å, S-O = 1.45 Å, P-H = 1.44 Å.

Registry No. 2a, 97973-49-4; 8b, 97919-63-6; 8c, 97950-28-2; 8d, 97919-62-5; \([\text{Pt}_3(\text{CO})_3\text{Hg}]\), 97919-61-4.